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Abstract

We present a foundational theory of software system re-
liability based on components. The theory describes how
component developers can design and test their components
to produce measurements that are later used by system de-
signers to calculate composite system reliability — without
implementation and test of the system being designed. The
theory describes how to make component measurements that
are independent of operational profiles, and how to incor-
porate the overall system-level operational profile into the
system reliability calculations. In principle, the theory re-
solves the central problem of assessing a component, which
is: a component developer cannot know how the component
will be used and so cannot certify it for an arbitrary use;
but if the component buyer must certify each component be-
fore using it, component-based development loses much of
its appeal. This dilemma is resolved if the component devel-
oper does the certification and provides the results in such a
way that the component buyer can factor in the usage infor-
mation later, without repeating the certification. Our theory
addresses the basic technical problems inherent in certify-
ing components to be released for later use in an arbitrary
system.

Most component research has been directed at functional
specification of software components; our theory addresses
the other, equally important, side of the coin: component
quality.

Keywords: Software components, reliability composi-
tion, foundational theory, COTS, CBSE

1 Promise and Pitfalls of Components
Software components are the most promising idea ex-

tant for the efficient design of quality software systems.
Most of the research in components is devoted to specifica-
tion, design, reuse, and cataloging of the components them-
selves. The complementary issue — component quality —
is also important, but has received less attention. There are
no accepted standards for the quality of software compo-
nents, largely because there is no theoretical foundation on
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which to base standards. Developers of safety-critical soft-
ware, and the regulatory agencies responsible for the sys-
tems they design, currently use subjective assessments of
software quality. It would be of great value to replace these
with hard data.

In many engineering disciplines, the idea of aggregating
standardized components to create a complex system has
allowed the creation of better systems more easily. Compo-
nents are described in a handbook, whereeach has a ‘data
sheet’ entry. Its data sheet describes what a component
does, and equally important, it gives constraints that allow
the system designer to decide if the component is ‘good
enough’ for the application. For example in analog elec-
tronic systems, these constraints concern the allowable volt-
ages for the component.

The success of the component-construction paradigm in
mechanical and electrical engineering has led to calls for
its adoption in software design. (The current buzzword is
‘COTS’ for Commercial Off-The Shelf components.) But
the system designer who today looks for technical data sheets
on software components will be disappointed. Without the
solid information of a data sheet, a software component may
be no bargain. To buy off-the-shelf software of unknown
quality is only to trade the difficult task of assessing your
own work, for the more difficult task of assessing someone
else’s.

Software reliability theory [16] is a candidate for de-
scribing ‘quality’ on a component’s data sheet, but it cannot
be applied without addressing a central problem. Reliability
of electrical components depends on their physical environ-
ment (e.g., temperature, voltage) and can be given without
regard for the expected usage. However, software reliabil-
ity depends critically on usage, in the form of an operational
profile for inputs. A component developer must use some
profile to test and certify a component, yet when that com-
ponent is embedded in a system, the profile it sees will be
different, invalidating the component test.

2 Foundational Theory
Our theory uses statistical reliability as the quality infor-

mation to appear on a software-component data sheet. The
other side of the components’ coin — the technical descrip-
tion of what a component is supposed to do — is of equal



or greater importance, but it is not part of the theory. How-
ever, the component developer must have an effective oracle
to carry out statistical testing, and it is here assumed that a
formal specification supplies this oracle [21].

The problem of software system reliability from com-
ponent data has been studied for more than 20 years [15,
13, 14, 11, 12]. Perhaps because a straightforward analy-
sis seems overwhelming, past approaches all model com-
ponents and systems in some abstract, ‘high-level’ way, for
example as a Markov chain. In contrast, the approach taken
here is fundamental and direct: the failure behaviors of com-
ponents and system are modeled in detail.

2.1 Basis of the theory
To be useful in system design, component data sheets

must contain technical information sufficient for the sys-
tem designer to make reliability calculations; and, it must
be possible for the component developer to collect this in-
formation. Subjective and methodological assessments of
the software development process are not data-sheet infor-
mation, because they amount to little more than assertions
that the developer is trying to do a good job. A current pre-
standards study group on component quality is using such
subjective measures almost exclusively [1]. The reputation
and process of the developer are not inconsequential factors
in selecting a component; but, their role should be to back
up hard technical data.

Two measures of software quality that qualify for a data
sheet are (1) that the component has been proved correct, or
(2) that it has been operationally (random) tested. Both of
these require a formal specification of what the component
is supposed to do (the part of the data sheet not considered
here). A statement that the component has been proved cor-
rect is a guarantee that it will perform according to its spec-
ification. A statement that (say) its reliability is better than
1 � 10�4 per execution with an upper confidence bound
of 99%, is a statistical assertion that there is no more than
1 chance in 100 that it will not perform according to the
specification in 10,000 trials. Correctness proofs (1) can be
thought of as the special case of a profile-independent re-
liability of 1.0, with 100% confidence. We will be largely
concerned with the more practical case (2) of testing.

The reader of a data sheet might doubt that the developer
has actually established its precise technical claims. But
this is a question that can be answered scientifically, and if
the developer has lied and there is a damaging failure as a
result, there are legal remedies.

This theory is based on two ideas:

Profile mappings. Operational profiles must be taken into
account when measuring component parameters for
a data sheet. Since the component developer can-
not know how the component will be used, and hence
what profile it will face as part of a system, the data-

sheet must take profile as a parameter. That is, the
data sheet specifiesmappingsfrom a profile to relia-
bility parameters [18].

Component subdomains.A component has a natural par-
tition of its input space into functional subdomains,
and the practical description of its operational profile
is as a vector of weights over these subdomains. This
form for the operational profile allows the component
developer to test a component without knowing the
profile that it may later face [6].

2.2 Component and System Development Process
In outline, the process of making and using components

is idealized as follows:

� The component developer defines a set
of natural subdomains for an implemented
component.

� The component developer measures proper-
ties of the component foreach subdomain.

� The component developer publishes a data
sheet listing its subdomains, and giving reli-
ability information as mappings of profiles.
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� The system designer decides on a system
structure utilizing components.

� Using the data sheets for prospective com-
ponents and a trial profile of the system, the
system designer calculates the system relia-
bility.

� If the desired system reliability cannot be
achieved, it will be necessary to find better
components, or to change the system struc-
ture, and repeat the reliability computation.
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This idealized model is a compromise that acknowledges
some of the realities of practical application, but simplifies
the real-world situation so that it can be analyzed and the
theory tested. No fundamental theory for computing sys-
tem reliability from components currently exists, probably
because the details of practical application are so complex
and varied. A successful theoretical foundation must use a
relatively simple model, but it must also draw on existing
testing and reliability theory.

3 Problems and Proposed Solutions
Any theory of software component reliability must ad-

dress two important issues: the operational profile used to
test the component vs. the profile it encounters within the



system where it is used; and, the design process for the sys-
tem’s main program that invokes its components.

3.1 Operational Profiles
When the quality information on a component’s data sheet

is statistical, it must be obtained by random testing. The
fundamental problem of assessing component quality sta-
tistically is that any standard profile from which test inputs
are drawn willnotmatch the profile that the component will
experience when placed in a system. Furthermore, the pro-
file seen by a component depends not only on the system
input profile, but also on the component’s position in the
system and on the actions of the other components there.

Section 4 proposes a solution to the profile problem as
two data-sheet profile mappings (one for reliability and the
other for profile transformation) defined using a subdomain
decomposition of the component input domain. A system
designer can use these maps to calculate the system relia-
bility before implementation.

3.2 System Design
To make calculations of system properties from compo-

nent properties, the system designer must not only have the
component data sheets, but needs to try various system de-
signs that satisfy the system requirements. In trying de-
signs, there are two technical problems to which Section
5 provides solutions:

‘Glue logic.’ Any system will contain explicit code that in-
vokes its components, perhaps first adjusting parame-
ter values and later combining their results as needed,
and perhaps performing significant computations un-
related to any component. These pieces of ‘glue logic’
have to be analyzed along with the components. Glue
logic is handled by converting system code to frag-
ments that act like independent components [23].

System control flow. Component invocation patterns come
from the top-level control structures in the system de-
sign. These patterns are handled by providing a relia-
bility algebra for the constructions of sequence, con-
ditional, and looping.

4 Operational Profiles
Component data sheets cannot directly include ‘reliabil-

ity’ of the component, because reliability is an input-profile-
dependent quantity, and the component developer cannot
know what profile will occur in a system being designed.
Furthermore, each system component distorts the profile
presented to it as input, and hence influences the profile seen
by other components. We propose that the component de-
veloper supply information in the form of profile mappings,
but this requires that the form of profiles be standardized.

4.1 Profiles Defined on Subdomains
A profile P is a probability densityP : D ! [0; 1],

whereD is a discrete input domain. In practice, it is very
difficult to obtain precise profile data from software users.
The best that can be done is to describe a profile as a his-
togram of probabilities over quite broad classes of inputs
[19]. We exploit this idea as a standard form for profiles.

Let a componentC have input domainD, partitioned
inton disjoint subdomains,

D = S1 [ S2 [ :::[ Sn:
Let each subdomain have its own profilePi, and its own
probability of failurefi:

fi =
X

x2(Df\Si)

Pi(x);

whereDf is the subset ofD on whichC fails andPi is
the profile within subdomainSi. The overall profileP for
the component may be expressed as a normalized vector of
probabilities thateach subdomain will occur in use:

P =< h1; h2; :::; hn > :

In the practical case, the profile is literally user-defined:
a person estimates the likelihood that various inputs will
arise. Such a person is hard-pressed enough to make es-
timates of subdomain weightingshi, and can usually say
nothing about distributionsPi. Thus within the subdomains
it is usual to take a uniform distributionPi = 1=jSij. Hence:

fi =
jDf \ Sij
jSij :

In the sequel, a profile will always be a normalized vector
of weightings applied to a set of subdomains.

4.2 Estimating the Failure Probabilities
In practice, the failure probabilityfi in subdomainSi can

be estimated by random testing with a uniform profile. The
usual case is that no failures are observed, and this supplies
an upper bound onfi. If N tests are conducted without
failure, there is good confidence thatfi is roughly below
1=N [5]. Thus this basic parameter can be measured by a
component developer.

4.3 Data-sheet Mappings
The two mappings on a component data sheet give the

system designer the ability to calculate the reliability of the
component wherever it is placed in a system, and to calcu-
late the way in which its input profile there is distorted to an
output profile. Thus these mappings are defined in terms of
a profileP =< h1; h2; :::; hn >. The system designer uses
them to propagate profiles through the system structures be-
ing tried out.



Reliability Mapping. The reliabilitymapping carries a pro-
file vector to a real valueR 2 [0; 1], the probability
that the component will not fail on an input drawn
according to this profile. To give this mapping on
the data sheet, the component developer estimates the
failure ratesfi within each subdomain using uniform
random testing. Then

R =
nX

i=1

hi(1� fi): (1)

Given this mapping (that is, given thefi measured by
the component developer) and a profile (thehi for the
system to be designed), the system designer can use
equation (1) to calculateR, the component reliability
under that profile.

Profile-transformation Mapping. The profile-transforma-
tion mapping carries an input profile vector to an out-
put profile, taking as a parameter the output subdo-
mains. The mapping must be able to handle anarbi-
trary set of output subdomainsU1; U2; :::; Um, unre-
lated to the subdomains on the component data sheet,
since such a set of subdomains will describe some
following component in a system design. Let the
weightings to be calculated for an output profile be

Q =< k1; k2; :::; km >

on subdomainsUi. Eachkj is the sum of the contri-
butions from each input subdomain,

kj =
nX

i=1

hi
jfz 2 Sijc(z) 2 Ujgj

jSij ; (2)

wherec is the function computed by the component.

The system designer, given an input profile for a com-
ponentC (thehi passed on by the component before
C in the system design),C itself (to calculatec by
executing it), theSi fromC ’s data sheet, and the de-
sired subdomain breakdown for output (theUi, which
come from the data sheet of the component that is to
follow C in the design), can use equation (2) to trans-
form a profile throughC to the next component. Each
Si can be randomly sampled, and the sample points
mapped byc into theUj . The fraction of points from
Si falling in each of theUj , weighed byhi, is the
contribution tokj from thatSi.

The construction using equation (2) is at the heart of our
theory. In the sequel it will be called thebasic composition
construction.

4.4 System Design — an Example
Anticipating the discussion of system control structure

in Section 5, here is a hypothetical example of the calcula-
tions using equations (1) and (2) that a system designer can
make during design using components. Consider two func-
tional software componentsA andB in sequence.A’s input
profile is presumed available from the previous component;
A invokesB, passing its output asB’s input. For this part
of the analysis, the system designer needs to compute the
reliability of the sequenceA; B.

In order to keep the example simple, suppose thatA and
B both take a single integer parameter limited in magni-
tude to216 � 1, and thatA computes the functionf(x) =pjx� 13j. Suppose thatA’s data sheet lists three subdo-
mains:

A1 = fnjn < 0g; A2 = f0g; A3 = fnjn > 0g;

with failure-rate bounds of (say) .01, 0, and .001 respec-
tively. The failure rate measurements would be obtained
by the component developer from exhaustive testing on the
small subdomains, and by uniform random testing that ex-
posed no failures on the large subdomains. Suppose that the
input profile toA is< :3; :1; :6>. Then the reliability ofA
alone from equation (1) is:

RA = :3(1� :01) + :1(1� 0) + :6(1� :001) = :996

Suppose thatB’s data sheet has four subdomains:

B1 = fnjn � 0g; B2 = fnj1 � n � 10g;

B3 = fnj11 � n � 100g; B4 = fnjn > 100g;
with failure rates of .1, 0, 0, and .02 respectively.
A’s profile-transformation mapping can be used with the

subdomains fromB’s data sheet to calculate the profileB
will see. (This is the basic composition construction.)A
carries 0 to

p
13, so the second ofA’s subdomains maps

entirely to the second ofB’s subdomains. Sampling uni-
formly with 1000 values ineach of the two otherA subdo-
mains, the fraction ofA outputs falling inB’s subdomains
are:

Subdomain fromA1 fromA2 fromA3

B1 0 0 0
B2 .003 1.0 .002
B3 .147 0 .162
B4 .850 0 .836

Putting these numbers in equation (2):

k1 = :3(0) + :1(0) + :6(0) = 0

k2 = :3(:003) + :1(1:0)+ :6(:002) = :102

k3 = :3(:147) + :1(0) + :6(:162) = :141

k4 = :3(:850) + :1(0) + :6(:836) = :757



So the profileB sees fromA is< 0; :102; :141; :757>, and
B’s reliability is:

RB = 0(1� :1) + :102(1� 0)

+:141(1� 0) + :757(1� :02) = :986

The system reliability of the sequence is finally calculated
asRARB = :996(:986) = :982.

4.5 ‘Spikes’ in Intermediate Profiles
When the basic composition computation is carried out

even for simple examples like the one in Section 4.4, the ap-
plicability of the theory depends critically on the functional
behavior of the first component in a composition. If that first
function spreads its outputs relatively evenly across an input
subdomain of the second, following component, then the
tests done by the developer of the latter are valid, because
they used a uniform profile on that subdomain. However,
if the first component in the composition produces an out-
put profile with a ‘spike’ in any following subdomain, then
the developer’s testing of the second component is called
into question. This difficulty occurs in random system test-
ing when a uniform profile is used because user data is not
available, as discussed in reference [7].

As an extreme example, if a component computing the
constant function with valueK is first in a composition,
then the subdomainSK of the following component in which
K falls has a spike atK. The basic composition computa-
tion assigns 100% of the input profile to subdomainSK as it
should, but the computation obscures the fact that uniformly
samplingSK and predicting its failure rate may be wildly
inaccurate. In fact, if the second component is correct for
inputK then the composed failure rate should be 0; or, it it
fails on inputK, the composed failure rate should be 1. But
the uniform sampling of the component developer is very
unlikely to have tried inputK at all. In a slightly more real-
istic example, a component that identifies leap years, placed
in a business accounting system, may seldom be required to
go outside the years (say) 1990-2010, and in any given year,
will most frequently be asked about that year itself. If this
component is tested by its developer with a uniform profile
over a range of (say) 1,000 years, the effective sampling rate
during test is 50-1000 times lower in the actual usage range
than what the component will experience in place.

Although uniform sampling seems the wrong thing to do
in testing a component that may receive a profile spike, it
is also the only possibility. The chance that it will fail at
exactly the points under the spike cannot be properly inves-
tigated when those points are unknown, and the uniform test
profile is the best available.

4.6 Correct (Proved) Components
In extreme situations, a required system reliability may

be obtainable only by using some components that are per-
fectly reliable — they have been proved correct. Such a

component has a data sheet that specifies no subdomains or
profile-transformation mapping, and a reliability function of
constant 1.0. So long as only correct components are used
in a system design, there is no need for calculation — the
system reliability is 1.0. However, when correct compo-
nents are used in conjunction with others whose data sheets
include subdomains and the mappings given in Section 4.3,
the correct components transform profiles, and the system
designer must find these transformations to calculate how
subsequent components will behave. Equation (2) can be
used for correct components as follows:

Let C (computing functionc) andW be two compo-
nents with statistical data sheets. Suppose thatC is
followed by a sequence of correct components, which
without loss of generality we take to be one correct
componentV , computing functionv. V is in turn
followed byW . That is, the component sequence is
C; V ; W . Then the basic composition construction
can be applied directly fromC to W by replacing
c(z) in equation (2) withv(c(z)): That is, the correct
component can be treated as if it simply extends the
functionality ofC.

5 System Design
The calculations of a system designer, made to determine

if a component-based design is good enough to satisfy re-
quirements, are driven by the control structure selected for
the system’s ‘main’ program.

5.1 An Algebra of System Design
From the data sheets of possible components and the

structure of the system design, the system reliability can be
computed. This section gives the rules for combining com-
ponent reliabilities in sequences, within conditional con-
structs, and for indefinite loops.

Sequences of Components

At the end of Section 4.3, a basic composition construc-
tion for two components was presented in detail. The profile
from the first component was transformed using equation
(2) to a profile for the second component, and from these
profiles the two component reliabilities were computed us-
ing equation (1). This construction can be extended to an
arbitrary composition of componentsC1; C2; : : : ; Cn by
successively transforming an input profile toC1 into pro-
files for the successive intermediate subdomains from the
data sheets forC2; :::; Cn.

Conditional

Consider a conditional composition of components:

if b thenCT elseCF fi:

The testb for the conditional partitions the domainD into
DT = fx 2 Djb(x)g andDF = fx 2 Dj:b(x)g.



A conditional system structure can be analyzed with the
basic composition construction. LetB be a component that
is invoked just prior to the conditional, and let the condi-
tional invoke a following componentE. That is, the se-
quence isB; if b then CT else CF fi; E.

The system designer can calculate the reliability of the
conditional as follows: Apply the basic composition con-
struction toB; CT , using the subdomainsUi for CT , but in
calculating the set in the numerator of equation (2), count
a pointz only if b(c(z)) is true. That is, ifCT has sub-
domainsT1; T2; :::; Tr, in equation (2) takem = r and
Ui = DT \ Ti; 1 � i � m. Similarly, treatB; CF with
CF ’s subdomains adjusted to include only the part ofeach
whereb is false, by intersecting the subdomains onCF ’s
data sheet withDF . These two calculations determine the
output profiles fromB that are the input profiles forCT and
CF , which allows the reliabilities ofeach (RCT andRCF )
to be calculated from their data-sheet mappings. The re-
liability of the entire conditional construct is therefore the
weighted average of these:

wTRCT + wFRCF ;

where the weightswT andwF are the fractions of out-
puts sent toDT andDF respectively, which can be deter-
mined from the input profile toB. (Another way to look at
< wT ; wF > is as the profile into which the basic composi-
tion construction transformsB’s profile, on the two subdo-
mainsDT andDF of the conditional.)

The conditional also influences the profile seen by the
following componentE. The basic composition construc-
tion can be used to map the input profiles obtained above
for CT andCF to two profiles forE, by examining the se-
quencesCT ; E andCF ; E, each using for output the data-
sheet subdomains forE. The profile seen byE is then the
weighted average (usingwT andwF above) of these two
profiles.

A conditional without anelse is the special case in
whichCF is a component computing the identity function
with reliability 1.

Conditional glue logic may be more complex than the
simplest form given above, by the inclusion of glue frag-
ments in the two branches before and/or afterCT and/or
CF . However, such fragments can be treated as compo-
nents in sequence and composed withCT or CF using the
rules already given.

Indefinite Loop

Consider an indefinite loop:while b do C od.
The loop testb partitionsD into DT [ DF as for the

conditional.
A system designer can analyze a loop construction in a

way similar to that described above for a conditional. The
component before the loop supplies the initial profile for

the loop-body componentC (adjusted by the testb). Then
C transforms this profile as input to itself (again adjusted
by b). At each iteration of the analysis, the accumulated
weighting that exits the loop increases, asC sends a fraction
of its outputs intoDF . The designer repeats the calculation
until the residual probability that control will remain in the
loop is sufficiently small that the reliability of the loop body
does not have much impact on the reliability of the loop
construct as a whole. Each profile seen byC along the way
can be used to calculate a reliabilityRC for one iteration;
the loop’s reliability is the product of these. The profile
seen by a component that follows the loop is the weighted
average of all the profiles calculated forC along the way.

That is, the system designer considers a loop unrolling:

if b thenC fi; if b then C fi; : : : ; while b do C od

and then replaces the part not unrolled with a conditional
that fails:

if b thenC fi; if b thenC fi; : : : ; if b then fail fi

Supposek copies of the conditional were unrolled. The
basic composition construction applied to the sequence as-
signs a profile to the final component in which the weight
assigned toDT is negligible. Then the reliability calcula-
tion involves only a product of thek values ofRC under the
successive profiles of the sequence. The zero reliability of
fail has minimal impact, since its weight is near zero. As
long as the loop terminates, this is a conservative estimate
— it assumes that the residual executions of the loopwill
fail. A separate proof of termination is assumed.

In practice,k may be too large; or, if too few points are
chosen in investigating the profile transformations, it may
appear as an artifact of poor sampling thatDT is empty
when it is not. Loops are the problematic constructions in
program analysis, since it is always difficult to determine
their composite effect. This analysis is no exception, but
the situation is less grim than usual. This theory is only
concerned with the way in which profiles are transformed
by the loop, and this is far less demanding than to ask about
the exact functional behavior.

5.2 Subroutine Calls
Althoughsubroutines are the primary decomposition mech-

anism of programming languages, they are cannot be used
directly to factor a system’s reliability. The reason was iden-
tified by Parnas [20]:

When X calls Y in a conventional language, X de-
pends on Y to return properly and to produce correct
results. If Y fails, X usually fails. Thus the reliability
of Y cannot be separated from that of X. Parnas calls
this usual call relationship USES(X,Y).



A subroutine-based system can be restructured so that
its subroutines act as independent components to which our
theory applies. Parnas called the relationship of indepen-
dence INV(X,Y): X passes control to Y, but is indifferent
to what Y does. When X is a component (or main pro-
gram) calling component Y, and USES(X,Y), to transform
the code so that INV(X,Y), separate X into fragment X1 be-
fore the call, and X2 after the call. X1 ends by invoking Y,
passing it proper parameters, but also passing X2. Instead
of returning, Y invokes X2, passing any result from Y.

Components themselves can be analyzed into fragments
in the same way that system control structures were treated,
but for simplicity in this explanation components are re-
stricted to subsystems that make no outside calls. In this
way the component developer’s job remains measurement
of properties of self-contained units, while the system de-
signer’s job involves calculation based on system structure.

5.3 Discussion of Glue-logic Design
As indicated in the analysis of the conditional construc-

tion above, glue logic can best be treated by reducing sys-
tem structure to the simplest form possible. Any blocks of
code in the highest level control structure of the main pro-
gram should be treated as components themselves, to be
split off, analyzed, and then composed with other compo-
nents used. Subroutine calls should be restructured so that
the INV relationship holds. This leaves a minimal control
structure for analysis using the algebra of Section 5.1. This
basic structure of the main program is not itself a compo-
nent, in that while it does have a profile-transforming as-
pect, it is not given a reliability aspect, but treated as cor-
rect. The insight this provides is obvious in practice: the
system structure should be as simple as possible, so that the
system designer can trust it, and can be sure that the only
source of design flaws occurs in the components, where the
reliability theory is brought to bear.

6 Component Independence
The question of component independence does not arise

in the basic composition construction or the algebra given in
Section 5.1, except in a subtle form to be discussed below.
Each component has its reliability mapping, independent of
any other component, and the effect of one component on
another is captured entirely by the profile transformations
among them.

6.1 Sequential Case: Conservative Calculations
In a compositionA; B, if A may be incorrect (that is,

when only statistical testing information is given on its data
sheet), a false profile forB may be produced by the basic
composition construction, and thusA would influence the
reliability calculated forB. Although we have done some
preliminary work on this problem and found ways to esti-
mateB’s profile so that the reliability computations err only

in the direction of safety, further investigation is needed.

6.2 Redundant Case: Design Diversity?
From a quality standpoint, all uses of sequential control

structure compromise reliability. When two components are
combined, the combination is subject to the failures of both.
The sequence can magnify the failures of the second com-
ponent to an arbitrary degree, since the profile it inherits
may emphasize the subdomains where it is least reliable.

To buy back reliability lost in sequential design, or sim-
ply to obtain system reliability better than that of its compo-
nents, requires the use of parallel, redundant system struc-
tures. The simplest scheme is ‘Multi-VersionProgramming’
(MVP) in which a computation is done independently three
or more times and the majority result taken. If redundant
computations are done by two components whose failure
rates arefA andfB , then if their failure behavior is inde-
pendent, the system failure rate is the productfAfB (equiv-
alently, the reliability is1�fAfB = RA+RB�RARB). By
using enough independent components that must agree, ar-
bitrarily good reliability can be obtained in principle. Given
the impracticality of testing software to safety-critical lev-
els [4], the use of parallel components is the only way that
(for example) commercial aircraft flight control programs
can meet their safety requirements.

Unfortunately, it has been experimentally observed [10]
that MVP does not realize the expected decrease in the fail-
ure rate, because in practice the redundant routines have
coincident failures — they arenot independent. ‘Design
diversity’ is the name given to an attempt to minimize coin-
cident failures by using disparate designs in the redundant
routines.

The control structures of redundant computation are not
fundamental; rather, they use sequences and conditionals. If
the analysis of Section 5.1 is carried through for the control
structure of MVP, the calculated reliability will not be better
than that of one redundant component. Redundant compu-
tation requires special analysis that takes into account the
attempt to replicate the same function in distinct compo-
nents. Imagine that two algorithms are being executed with
their results to be compared, each made up of components.
In our model, diversity can be quantitatively described: The
two computations are intuitively different if the subdomains
and profiles at each interface differ.

7 Discussion — Theoretical Issues
In creating a data sheet, the component developer must

identify a set of appropriate input subdomains for the com-
ponent as the first step in measuring the profile mappings.

There appears to be little theoretical guidance in choos-
ing subdomains for a given component. The developer faces
an old testing problem: the best subdomains should be those
on which the component ‘acts the same’ over the subdo-



main, so that samples of its behavior there are not mislead-
ing. It is the common wisdom (which unfortunately lacks
any very strong theoretical or empirical support) that struc-
turally defined subdomains best capture this ‘sameness.’ Struc-
tural subdomains are familiar to the software tester as the
basis for coverage techniques; for example, branch cover-
age is defined by subdomainseach of which corresponds to
execution of one branch condition.

The other factor that a component designer must con-
sider is potential profiles that will reach the component when
it is placed in a system. The choice of a uniform testing
profile is potentially dangerous because within a system,
one component may send another a profile that contains
‘spikes,’ as described in Section 4.5. The developer can
respond to this problem only by being careful to consider
as many different behaviors as possible, assigning each its
own subdomain. For this the ‘functional’ subdomains ob-
tained from the component’s specification are appropriate.
The developer is not assigning profile weightings, and so
can arbitrarily decompose functional domains based on any
subjective criteria of ‘sameness.’

Hence the best candidate subdomains for component test-
ing are an intersection of natural structural- and functional-
testing subdomains, as suggested by Richardson and Clarke
[22]. However, the selection of subdomains in general is an
open research problem.

7.1 Profile-independent Components
Although it is generallyaccepted that correctness proofs

are not a practical method of software verification, for the
serious component developer this position may need rethink-
ing. The restricted size of components, and the existence of
good specifications, may make proof an attractive alterna-
tive to testing. The great virtue of a correctness proof in
our theory is that the reliability mapping is profile indepen-
dent, and where a combination of components includes only
those proved correct, it is unnecessary to carry along and
transform the profile. In this property, two special cases are
as good as proof:

Exhaustive testing. A component with only a finite input
domain can be exhaustively tested so that its reliabil-
ity mapping is 1; Knight [9] has suggested that this
kind of design is possible more often than one might
think.

Self-checking. Manuel Blum [3] and Paul Ammann [2] have
independently suggested that some programs can be
made to perform random redundancy checks at run
time, which are sufficient to estimate a component
reliability independent of profile. Although the relia-
bility of such a component is not 1, it is profile inde-
pendent.

7.2 Relaxing Assumptions
The primary limiting assumption of the theory presented

here is that components are specified to compute pure func-
tions. A functional-programmingparadigm explicitly avoids
state, and so this theory applies to functional programs with-
out modification. It is an open question, which will only be
addressed by experience in building and certifying compon-
ent-based systems, whether it is wisest to keep state out of
components and create it only at system level, or the re-
verse, to confine state to components and have little at sys-
tem level. (The object-oriented development paradigm ar-
gues for the latter.) However state enters, it is not provided
for in the theory presented here.

The proponents of random testing have long argued that
system state can be handled within a pure-function theory
by including extra ‘state variables’ in the input space. In
principle this idea founders on an input profile for the state
variables. Since state-variable values are created by the sys-
tem as it runs, their profile is not, like that of the real input
variables, under user control. The profile-transformation
methods of Section 5 might be used to calculate a conser-
vative state-variable profile; this would be most straightfor-
ward for system state created outside of components.

If structural subdomains are to be used for component
testing, the assumption that the data-sheet subdomains are
disjoint must be relaxed. As suggested in reference [8], it
is always possible to form a true partition by intersection
or union of overlapping subdomains, but there has been no
investigation of the somewhat peculiar subdomains that re-
sult.

7.3 Size of Components
Component size can qualitatively alter the conception of

what component-based software development means. It is
quite different to imagine using a mathematical subroutine
from a programming-language library, or Microsoft win-
dows NT, as the typical ‘component’ being considered. Size
does not enter the proposed theory, except through the im-
plicit assumption that the component developer has tested
a component to prepare its data sheet. It is silly to imag-
ine that software of the size and complex functionality of
an operating system (or even a compiler) can be tested as
a whole, that its proper subdomains can be defined, and
random tests conducted to make this theory applicable. If
this theory does indeed describe the circumstances under
which a reliable system can be built from reliable compo-
nents, then it follows that such systems must be built from
smaller components, ones for which direct measurements
are feasible. Before an operating system could be consid-
ered as a component, it would have to be analyzed into its
own components.

Component size does enter the theory through the as-
sumption that components do not invoke other components.



So long as the measurements required on components can
be made, this assumption is not restrictive. If a developer
chooses to create a complex component, it can be analyzed
in two ways: Either the internal structure can be ignored and
the data sheet prepared from measurements for the whole;
or, it can be treated as a (sub)system, and its data sheet map-
pings obtained from those of restricted components using
the techniques of Section 5, in a recursive fashion.

8 Future Work
A plausible theory is the first step on the road to under-

standing system quality based on component quality. How-
ever, any theory must be validated.

8.1 Experimental Validation
Most experimental software research is very difficult to

perform and consequently of doubtful value. Software de-
velopment is a complex process, and different applications
are developed in significantly different ways. So the inves-
tigator seeking to validate a practical technique faces an ex-
tensive, hard to control environment, and has difficulty char-
acterizing ‘typical’ projects for study. The paradigm of the-
oretical hypothesis suggesting pointed experimental work
that suggests changes in theory — the physical-science model
that has been so successful — does not work for software
theories.

But we are not proposing a software development pro-
cess, or even a technique for practical use. Rather, we are
trying to discover and understand the fundamental ways in
which component reliabilities combine and influenceeach
other in a system. It may be that the understanding gained
will lead to practical development procedures, perhaps even
brute-force application of the basic composition construc-
tion to design reliable systems, but that is not the subject for
initial validation.

The physical-science model of experiments that direct
basic theory applies here. Any particular piece of software
is made up of components, which can be identified ex post
facto, and data sheets can be derived from testing of these
components. Using an arbitrary system operational profile,
the theory can be used to calculate system reliability. Then
the system reliability can be measured using conventional
random testing with that profile. Comparing the measured
value with that calculated from component values provides
an overall check of the theory. A single system can be the
source of many experiments, by varying the system input
profile, and by varying the granularity of the units chosen to
be its components. When there are discrepancies between
theory and experiment, such an experiment contains inter-
mediate information to help improve the theory. Instrumen-
tation of the system under test will yield the profiles induced
at each component, for comparison with those calculated
from the theory. So-called ‘toy’ programs, usually unin-

formative about software issues, are the best subjects for
revealing experiments. Beginning programming textbooks
are a good source of programs, and simple UNIX command
implementations are another. A preliminary experiment re-
ported in [17] used the UNIX ‘grep’ program. Since grep
is a subroutine-based program, it had to be broken into ar-
tificial components as described in Section 5.2. This exper-
iment was the source of improved understanding of ‘glue
logic,’ and yielded promising results.

8.2 Application to Practice
If this theory leads to a practical paradigm for component-

based software engineering, it will be one in which compo-
nent developers prepare data sheets, and system designers
use them to select ‘good enough’ components and to eval-
uate system designs. The experimental investigations sug-
gested in Section 8.1 require the investigators to themselves
use this paradigm. In principle, the work can be done us-
ing existing tools and hand calculation, much as was done
in the example of Section 4.4. We plan to develop research
prototypes of tools to ease the burden of hand calculation.

Random testing by the component developer is a well
understood process that does not require new tools. It is the
system designer who needs practical help applying this the-
ory. Even a simple system structure requires many applica-
tions of the basic composition construction of Section 4.3.
It may be necessary for the system designer to try a number
of system input profiles, and a number of trial designs, thus
repeating these many constructions.

A supporting tool would take as input a system control
structure, an assumed operational profile for the system in
histogram form, a collection of components’ data sheets,
and the executable components themselves. It would then
apply the basic composition construction to map the system
input profile through toeach component in turn, calculate
its reliability in place, and combine these component relia-
bilities into a system reliability. The existence of a tool will
not only make the experimental work much easier, but will
allow measurements to be made on how efficient the brute-
force algorithms are, and whether they scale to systems of
practical size.
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